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Product 
MLflow is the industry’s leading open source software for: 

1. Experiment Tracking 

2. Model Management 

However, open source MLflow lacks critical features that are essential for deployment 

and use in the Enterprise. InfinStor develops these Enterprise features and markets 

InfinStor MLflow as fully supported Enterprise Software. The features are: 

1. Authentication 

2. Authorization 

3. Scalability 

4. High Availability 

5. Disaster Recovery 

6. AI Data Management 

Use Cases 
1. Enterprise wide MLflow Experiment Tracking Service: ensures a single repository 

of all data scientist activity. Facilitates collaboration between data scientists, 

data engineers, MLops staff, etc. Works well with AWS Sagemaker as an 

experiment tracking system  

2. Enterprise wide MLflow Model Repository: provides a single location for storing, 

versioning, deploying and managing AI Models. Integrates well with Amazon 

Sagemaker 
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InfinStor Enhancements to MLflow 
Authentication 

InfinStor MLflow is integrated with Corporate Directories such as Active Directory. 

Every REST API endpoint is strictly authenticated. Users are required to login to the 

system. 

InfinStor has built in support for headless accounts, a.k.a. access accounts. These access 

tokens can be obtained and distributed to locations where MLflow access is required, 

e.g., jupyterlab ipython kernel, Sagemaker VM, Kubernetes container, etc. 

 

Authorization 

InfinStor MLflow includes a Role Base Access Control system. There are three pre-

defined roles: 

1. Reader 

2. Editor 

3. Manager 

These roles can be assigned to individual users or groups. 

Permissions are implemented at the Experiment level for Experiment Tracking and at 

the Model level for Model management. For example, all model versions inherit the 

same permissions assigned to a Model. 

 

 

 

“Authentication using Active Directory and subsequent 

RBAC ensure that access to experiments and models is 

tightly controlled” 
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Scalability 

Open source MLflow is limited by the underlying database. For example, when open 

source MLflow is utilized with mysql it can support no more that 10 data scientists or 

unattended jobs. 

InfinStor MLflow implements the MLflow service using a superior modern Cloud based 

architecture utilizing AWS Lambda Serverless and AWS DynamoDB. 

However, InfinStor MLflow uses the same client libraries as open source MLflow, 

installed from PyPi. This ensures 100% compatibility with open source MLflow. 
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High Availability 

Downtime in an essential service such as MLflow Experiment Tracking or MLflow 

Model Registry will result in millions of dollars of lost productivity. InfinStor MLflow’s 

core design accounts for High Availability. Loss of an Availability Zone is of absolutely 

no consequence at all. No downtime is experienced and no data is lost. 

 

InfinStor MLflow’s High Availability function is fully automated and no operator action 

is required. 

 

The InfinStor MLflow Service is comprised of MLflow Serverless Lambdas, MLflow 

DynamoDB table and static html/js files served from an S3 bucket. Here are the 

availability considerations of the InfinStor MLflow components: 

 

 

  InfinStor Serverless Lambdas are automatically deployed in three 

Availability Zones and loss of one AZ is of no consequence – the requests are simply 

redirected to one of the other live AZs 

 

“InfinStor MLflow implements the MLflow service 

using a superior, modern, Cloud based architecture 

utilizing AWS Lambda Serverless and AWS 

DynamoDB.” 
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 InfinStor MLflow Service stores its MLflow data in a DynamoDB table. 

This table is configured to have replicas in three Availability Zones. There is no 

downtime or loss of data from the loss of a single Availability Zone. 

  

 InfinStor service static html and js files are stored in S3 and 

served using a CloudFront distribution. CloudFront distributions are globally available 

and resilient to Availability Zone failures 

 

 

 

Disaster Recovery 

Disaster recovery is the process of recovering from a complete Region failure, perhaps 

due to natural disasters such as floods, wildfires, etc. 

 

InfinStor MLflow provides the ability to restore service from a different Region in about 

15 minutes and with minimal loss of data. 

 

InfinStor MLflow Disaster Recovery is initiated by an operator. 

 

Here’s how it works - the ‘Global Tables’ feature of DynamoDB is leveraged to maintain 

a copy of the operational Region’s MLflow database. Additionally, the InfinStor MLflow 

“InfinStor MLflow leverages a superior, modern, Cloud 

based architecture utilizing AWS Lambda Serverless 

and AWS DynamoDB to achieve complete resilience to 

failure of a single Availability Zone” 
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Lambdas are installed and ready for use in the backup Region. There are no DNS 

entries that send traffic to these Lambdas. When disaster strikes, an operator can 

switch to using the backup Region simply by creating new DNS entries. InfinStor 

provides scripts to accomplish this. 

Architecture: Normal Operation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As illustrated above, the Multi Master Global DynamoDB table is sending edits from 

the operational Region to the Backup Region. In the Backup Region, the edits are 

applied and thus an extremely fresh copy of the main MLflow database is maintained 

in the Backup Region. 

Also, note that the DNS server has entries pointing to the Operational Region.

Operational Region Backup Region 

DNS 
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Architecture: After Disaster Recovery 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When disaster strikes, the operator simply changes the DNS entries to point to the 

Backup Region’s Lambda endpoints. This causes client requests to go to the Backup 

Region and the Lambdas now store state in the Backup Region’s DynamoDB table. 

Since DynamoDB Global Tables are Multi Master, no explicit action needs to be taken 

by the operator on the DynamoDB table. 

 
 

“InfinStor MLflow provides Disaster Recovery 

capabilities that an operator can use to restore service 

in a backup Region within minutes” 

Backup Region 

DNS 
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AI Data Management 

Open source MLflow has limited capabilities for managing data used in AI. InfinStor 

enhances open source MLflow with the following data management capabilities: 

1. Automatic Data Versioning: Automatic versioning of data used in AI using 

InfinStor proprietary InfinSnap technology. 

2. Data Selection: Time and Metadata based 

3. Corporate Directory Auth for MLflow Artifacts: This feature makes it unnecessary 

to distribute S3 Access Key IDs and Secret Access Keys for accessing MLflow 

Artifacts 

 

Automatic Data Versioning: 

InfinStor includes a patent pending technology called InfinSnap – fine grained 

snapshots of data stored in S3 buckets. InfinSnap provides the following capabilities for 

AI practitioners 

1. Automatically snapshots S3 at the beginning of each run – training or inference 

2. Consistent view for training – this is important for training runs that take many 

hours to complete 

3. Snapshot view persisted forever for future reference – regulatory reasons, etc. 

 

Time and Metadata based Data Selection: 

Time Slices: The InfinSnap technology also includes the ability to select data by time 

interval, ranging from a few seconds to many months. This enables efficient selection 

of data based on time interval – for example, all the data that was ingested between 9 

AM yesterday and 9 AM this morning 

Metadata: InfinSnap automatically extracts metadata from files ingested into S3. For 

example, medical images in the DICOM format have metadata such as patient age, 

gender, smoker/non-smoker etc. Once metadata is extracted, it is made available to AI 

software as a pandas dataframe. This can be used to select data, for example, select CT 

scans of all male patients of age greater than 50 years. 
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Corporate Directory Auth for MLflow Artifacts: 

Open source MLflow does not provide tools to manage access to the object store (S3) 

underlying its artifact repository. For example, in order to execute the python code 

‘mlflow.log_artifact’, administrators have to ensure that S3 credentials are distributed 

to the machines where this code is to be executed. This is a very cumbersome and hard 

to manage problem since the code may execute in jupyterlab ipython kernels, any 

Sagemaker VMs, Kubernetes containers etc. InfinStor solves this problem elegantly by 

tightly associating S3 bucket access with experiment and model authorization. Hence, 

users need to login just to the InfinStor MLflow system using their corporate 

credentials – access to the underlying S3 bucket is automatically and strictly managed. 

 
 

Enterprise License  

InfinStor MLflow may be purchased as an Enterprise License. The following 

characteristics are present in the Enterprise License version: 

1. InfinStor MLflow service will be fully installed in the customer’s AWS account. 

This means that all code in the form of AWS Lambda will operate in the 

“InfinStor MLflow’s Corporate Directory auth for 

MLflow Artifacts feature significantly reduces 

administrative overhead for managing MLflow data” 
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customer’s AWS account. All data will be stored in DynamoDB tables in the 

customer’s AWS account, or in S3 buckets in the customer’s AWS account. 

2. InfinStor MLflow software will be installed using AWS CloudFormation templates 

3. There are no call home services of any kind. There are no administrative 

accounts for InfinStor employees. All access will be done with the assistance of 

customer’s employees. 

4. Software updates, nominally once a quarter, are also provided as 

CloudFormation templates and will be installed by the customer with assistance 

from InfinStor, perhaps using a shared desktop connection or some such 

mechanism. 

5. Authentication can be federated to an external system such as Active Directory 

and group information can be obtained from Active Directory. The group 

information can then be used for Role Based Access Control.   

Support 

InfinStor Enterprise License includes support for all aspects of the service. Standard 

terms are 72 hours to acknowledge issues and 5 business days to provide a solution. 

Security issues will be acknowledged within 72 hours and a fix will be provided as soon 

as possible thereafter. 

 


